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‘’I live my life in growing orbits, which move out over the things of the world.
Perhaps I can never achieve the last, but that will be my attempt. I’m circling
around God, around the ancient tower, and I have been circling for a thousand
years. And I still don't know if I am a falcon, or a storm, or a great song.’’1

1Rainer

Maria Rilke: ’‘I live my life,’’ translated by Robert Blue, in: News of the
Universe: Poems of Twofold Consciousness, San Francisco, Sierra Club 1980, 76.
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Introduction
Welcome!
The Embassy of Dreams is pleased to announce that it has decided, for the
first time, to open up a new department in the awake world. We call it the
awake world as this is how your world differs from ours: the physical state of
being awake instead of sleeping. In both worlds there are different states of
consciousness, different perceptions of reality, fantasy and fiction. They all
deserve an Embassy of their own. We are the Embassy of the state of
dreams. I am filled with joy that she1 chose me to be the new Head
Ambassador of the Embassy of Dreams. A new world is opening up to all of
us and we are looking forward in excitement to present the Embassy and our
day to day work. Dreaming has been a part of the world since it’s beginning.
Some say it's a world of its own. Within dreams realities are shifted, the world
of science has no meaning, it's a space of experimentation. We recognize a
worrying development in the awake world: public spaces, spaces of
experimentation, phantasy and creativity are shrinking. Humankind is
restricting itself more and more. Anxiety has the human brain in its merciless
grip and through political propaganda a false sense of safety is used to restrict
and control individuals. Due to this, we decided to open up new rooms and
spaces by introducing the Embassy of Dreams to the awake world. We want
to present a space where everything is possible. No boundaries, no borders
and no walls. In the following report, the Embassy of Dreams will introduce
itself, the new management and team, a clear reflection about past activities
and a hopeful outlook on the future.
With exalted respect,
Maria-Magdalena Ianchis
Head Ambassador,
Embassy of Dreams

1

’‘She‘’ is my chief I met her in a dream.
1

History
When God rested on the seventh day of creation, dreaming was invented –
unbeknownst to many, accidentally by a very exhausted cat after a long,
unsuccessful mouse hunt. Since that first dream, a lot has happened. Born in
chaos, the dream world soon became a regularly visited state. All living
creatures on earth (and beyond) visited to reflect about daily life, experience
unsaid phantasies, walk on strange grounds or develop new ideas. Dreaming
started to influence humankind, and has since throughout the centuries. Not
only did it become a place of rest – it became much more: a mythical place no
one knows, but everyone visits. There were and are a lot of different
approaches to understanding, reproducing, explaining and theorizing what
happens when Humans dream.
"… you must resolve the problem of ‘sleeping without sleeping,’ which is the
essence of the dialectics of the dream, since it is a repose which walks in
equilibrium on the taut and invisible wire which separates sleeping from
waking.”2

2

50 secrets of magic craftsmanship / Salvador Dalí ; translated by Haakon M.
Chevalier Dalí, Salvador, 1904-1989, Accesse 25.01.2018, https://books.google.is/
books?
id=RKQHDgAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=the+power+of+creativity&hl=de&sa=
X&ved=0ahUKEwiJ_prtpPTYAhXmCsAKHZ2vBgMQ6AEINTAC#v=onepage&q=the
%20power%20of%20creativity&f=false
2

The artistic approach
The dream world has had a deep impact on artists throughout the centuries.
In 1781 Henry Fusely depicted a dreaming woman and the content of her
nightmare in his painting "The Nightmare".

!
Illustration1: Henry Fuseli, The Nightmare, 1781, 101.6 x 127cm,
oil on canvas
A few years later in 1797, Francisco de Goya gave a warning with his work "
The sleep of reason produces Monsters“.
“Imagination abandoned by reason produces impossible monsters; united with
her, she is the mother of the arts and source of their wonders.”3
‘’Francisco de Goya’’, Accessed 25.01.2018, https://www.khanacademy.org/
humanities/becoming-modern/romanticism/romanticism-in-spain/a/goya-the-sleep-ofreason-produces-monsters
3
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This work by Goya is one of eighty artworks of a collection called the
"Caprichos" (moods, ideas). Since the 16th century, this became a common
way to express freely artistic ideas without any restriction by conventions and
constraints. Goya used the series to critique Spain's delayed societal
progress, its monarchy, church, still being attached to Enlightenment at the
end of the Eighteenth century. So, in particular, this artwork shows already a
new imaginary design language and refers to Romanticism. Furthermore, it is
an attempt to illustrate the transition between the end of the Enlightenment
and the emergence of Romanticism. Goya chose subjects
“from the multitude of follies and blunders common in every civil society, as
well as from the vulgar prejudices and lies authorized by custom, ignorance or
interest, those that he has thought most suitable matter for ridicule.”(4)
The issue was if the only absence of reason or a dream of entire reason has a
more destructive impact. The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters shows an
artist, sleeps at his drawing table, surrounded by creatures related to Spanish
folk tradition. The title of the print decorates the front of the desk. One of the
monsters centered in the composition is staring right at the viewer, forcing to
take an active part in the image, clearly to transport the apparent danger.
In other words, Goya believed that imagination should never be fully resigned
for the benefit of the strict reason. Art is the child of reason merging with
imagination.(4)4

Francisco de Goya, Accessed 25.01.2018, http://www.humboldtgesellschaft.de/
inhalt.php?name=goya
4

4

Illustration 2: Francisco Goya, The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters,
21,6 × 15,2 cm, about 1797-1798, etching and aquatint
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And Henry Rousseau's painting "The Dream" from 1910 depicts a sleeping
woman in the jungle as part of his Jungle series. .

Illustration 3: Henri Rousseau, The Dream, 1910, 204.5 cm × 298.5 cm,
oil on canvas
Surrealism, a cultural movement which started in the 1920`s, was especially
very fond of dreaming. Starting in Paris and developing out of the DadaMovement, it spread around the world affecting visual art, music, literature
and film.Both movements questioned the traditional norms and conventions of
society and art making. While Dadaism had a satirical approach to the
establishment, Surrealism started to reflect Freud’s psychoanalytical theories.
Artists painted illogical scenes, deranged objects, strange creatures and
developed painting techniques that allowed the unconsciousness to express
itself.

6

Its aim was to "resolve the previously contradictory conditions of dream and
reality into an absolute reality, a super-reality“.567 Heading up to 1924, three
‑

‑

‑

Surrealist Manifestos were written: two by Andre Breton and one by Yvan
Goll. The Embassy fully appreciates and worships the works of the surrealist
masters and their approach to dive into the unconsciousness of the human
mind. This approach seems sometimes rather radical and over boarding: to
depict their unconsciousness and their dreams they went full in. The Embassy
sees itself as a facility to invite people into dreaming. Dreaming doesn't have
to be completely chaotic. Dreaming is to us closer to reality, apart from some
illogical elements that might or might not appear. Concerning the philosophical
idea: The surrealists wanted to found a new cultural way of living, beyond
from traditional thoughts. The Embassy now finds itself in a similar situation:
walls are starting to be built again, hate and insecurity grips people's hearts
and individuality is getting restricted by the masses.The famous surrealist
painter Salvador Dalí went far beyond using dreams as inspiration. He
proactively harnessed the power of dreams, incorporating systems of dream
control into his creative process.8 He stated about his picture "Dream caused
‑

by the Flight of a Bee around a Pomegranate a second before awakening"
that he, for the first time in images, was able to express Freud's discovery of
the typical dream with a lengthy narrative, the consequence of the
instantaneousness of a chance event, that causes the sleeper to wake
up.9 Dalí described it as a hand painted dream photography, where the
‑

complexion and impossibility of dreaming are shown.This also shows in the
composition of the painting, where reality is depicted in the front through the

contributors Rachel Barnes (2001). The 20th-Century art book (Reprinted. ed.).
London: Phaidon Press.
5

Jump up ^ André Breton, Manifeste du surréalisme, various editions, BnF,
Bibliothèque nationale de France
6

Jump up ^ Ian Chilvers, The Oxford Dictionary of Art and Artists, Oxford University
Press, 2009, p. 611,
7

8

Michelle Carr, Psychology Today, 2015

Paloma Alarcó. "Dream Caused by the Flight of a Bee around a Pomegranate a
Second before Waking up". Museo de Arte Thyssen-Bornemisza. Retrieved
2008-01-07
9
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sleeping woman and the motivation for the dream: the bee and the
pomegranate. The middle and background represent the dream world, filled
with symbols, representations and motives.

!
Illustration 4: Salvator Dali, Dream caused by the flight of a Bumblebee
around a Pomegranate a second before awakening, 1944, 51 × 41 cm, oil on
wood
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The scientific approach
The term "lucid dream" was first used by Frederik Willems van Eeden,
a Dutch psychiatrist and poet, at the end of the 19th century. The German
psychologist Paul Tholey, who lived between 1937 and 1988, later dug deeper
into the idea. He conducted research and compiled criteria and factors to
define a lucid dream. At the University of Chigago in 1953 Eugene Aserinsky
and Nathaniel Kleitmann started to research on dreams and discovered that
the so called Rapid Eye Movement sleep is necessary to do so. REM is a
paradoxic sleep phase which is known for the fast movement of closed eyes
during sleeping.10 So mostly dreaming happens in this sleep state while in the
Non Rapid Eye Movement/ NREM phase there hardly occur dreams.11
"Clear dreams are those dreams in which the dreamer has complete
consciousness and awareness about the fact that one is dreaming and can
therefore interfere or influence, even create the dream as he or she wishes.“12
After Tholey the american Stephen LaBerge is nowadays the leading
scientist. He proofed the existence of lucid dreaming amongst others in a
sleep laboratory and made an essential move for this scientific area.13 In 2015
neuroscientists published dream reports that show that a more self-reflection
and volitional control is more pronounced in lucid dreams, compared to non
lucid dreams.They show that the brain functions of a self-proclaimed highlucidity dreamer where different while dreaming when compared to a lowlucidity dreamer. In particular, this was measured in the domain of thought
monitoring. To the understanding of the researchers, this meant that lucid

10REM,

Accesses 25.01.2018, https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/REM-Schlaf#cite_note-1

11Jayne

Gackenbach, Jane Bosveld: Herrscher im Reich der Träume. Kreative
Problemlösungen durch luzides Träumen. Aurum, Freiburg im Breisgau 1991,
S. 215 f.
12

Tholey, 1980c, P. 175, Accessed 25.01.2018
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Accessed 25.01.2018, https://www.klartraum-wiki.de/wiki/Stephen_LaBerge
9

dreaming could be associated with metacognition and a higher order of
consciousness in dreams.14

Solving Problems while dreaming:
Besides being an artistic inspiration and a source for scientific research
the dream world has contributed to the awake world by gifting it with
wonderful inventions. A few shall be mentioned vicariously for all the others:
Ibn Sina (Avicenna)
One of the earliest traditions of problem-solving within Dreams can be traced
back to the 10th century. Ibn Sina was a universal scholar living around 980.
in Afshana and highly influenced the development of medicine. Ibn Sina, then
between his 16th and 18th birthday was highly involved in logic and
philosophy. If he couldn’t solve a problem, he went to the mosque and prayed
to Allah to open his eyes. He then went to bed and tried to solve his questions
in the dream world.
"By this, all sciences established within myself and I understood them as good
as a human being can understand’’15
August Kekulé von Stradonitz (1829 – 1896)
Falling asleep in his armchair by the fireplace, August Kekulé dreamt about
the structure of atoms. To him, they seemed to whirl around before his eyes,
over and over again. He got used to the scenery and started to differentiate
between the groups. Everything was moving when, suddenly, a certain group
formed a ring and started to dance. He woke up and worked the rest of the

14

(Metacognitive Mechanisms Underlying Lucid Dreaming Elisa Filevich, Martin
Dresler, Timothy R. Brick and Simone Kühn; Journal of Neuroscience 21 January
2015, 35 (3) 1082-1088), Accessed
Ibn Sina (Avicenna), Accessed January 25, 2018, http://freud-biographik.de/
traumb6.htm
15
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night with the images he had dreamt of. This resulted in his discovery of the
ring structure of the element benzene.16
Dmitri Iwanowitsch Mendelejew (1834 –1907)
Mendelejew was interested in organizing the periodic system of elements, but
it just didn't work out for him. But it just wouldn't work out.After a lot of trial and
error, the solution came to him in a dream.He dreamt about organizing the
elements where they fell in place at a table. He woke up and didn't hesitate a
second to write down what he dreamt about. Only at one place, a later
correction was needed.17
The Beatles – Paul McCartney
Paul McCartney woke up with a beautiful melody in his head, jumped out of
bed and wrote it down. He was certain that he had heard it before and that
this melody already existed. He didn't believe that composing while asleep
was a thing. At the very least pen and paper are needed! He played it to his
colleagues and, missing a text, sang: "Scrambled eggs, oh my baby how I
love your legs." Not one of them knew the melody and even after a year of
searching for its origins he couldn't get hold of it. Finally, enraged by the
constant humming and scrambled eggs John Lennon told him to accept it that
it was his. McCartney went to the studio, rewrote the text and recorded what
is now known as ''Yesterday''.18

About us
Former Ambassadors – Forerunners
Without these forerunners, it wouldn’t have been possible for the Embassy of
Dreams to take this next step of opening a dependance in the awake
August Kekulé von Stradonitz , Accessed 25.01.2018, http://freud-biographik.de/
traumb6.htm
16

17

Pisarzhensky, 1954, Accessed 25.01.2018, http://freud-biographik.de/traumb6.htm

The Beatles – Paul McCartney, Accessed 25.01.2018, https://www.swr.de/swr1/rp/
musik/hits-und-storys-werner-koehler-musikgeschichte/-/id=446770/did=16503312/
nid=446770/6sy51c/index.html
18
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world. They were all pioneers in discovering and exploring hidden
rooms, the unconsciousness, myths and legends. Their work reflect the
area of conflict between the awake world, reality, social conventions
and the dream world. Much more than forerunners, these humans are
inspirations to the Embassy and foremost to me. From early on they
were, like me, exploring their inner world. They were not afraid to dive
into inner spaces using the dream world, psychology, meditation,
alchemy, science, religion, shamanism and so on. Through
their work boundaries were overcome, walls were torn and
phantasies blossomed.I recognised, in the following mentioned works,
that we speak the same language, preach the same intellectual
teaching and live in the same world. In my dreams and phantasies, I
visit them.
Birgit Jürgenssen
She is a former ambassador who worked in the dream world
for the embassy of dreams. In her artistic work she fulfilled her calling by
showing hidden rooms. In this work, Birgit Jürgenssen is shown behind glass,
written on her chest: "I want to get out of here!“. She wants to escape the
room which society has imposed upon her as a woman. This room full of
pressure is made out of glass – its invisible to the beholder, but never to her.
The connection becomes obvious in the expression of an
alienated feeling and the concrete depiction of feelings as spaces.

12

Illustration 5: Birgit Jürgenssen, Ich möchte hier raus (I want to get out of
here), 1976, 40 x 30,9 cm, back and white photography

In her work „Artemis’' and "Einhorn", she contributes to the conversation
about myths and legends, which later influenced ambassadors to follow
this path. She interprets goddesses and mythical creatures with her
visual imagery. The conversation about myths and legends has been going on
since human existence. Mythical figures seem to travel through time and
space, communicating with the beholder. Each society keeps them alive in a
different way. Birgit Jürgenssen contributed to keeping some of them alive
through her artwork: Goethe’s Gretchen, the greek goddess Artemis and
even a unicorn.
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Illustration 6: Birgit Jürgenessen, Gretchen von Faust, 1988, 50 x 70 cm,
photo

Illustration 7: Birgit Jürgenessen, Artemis, 1989 (1975), 38 x 75 cm, rayogram,
color photograph behind fabrictriptych

14

Illustration 8: Birgit Jürgenessen, Einhorn, 1991, 110 x 90 cm, colour
photography, B/W-photography behind fabric

15

Meret Oppenheim
When Meret Oppenheim was a child and a few years away from becoming
an Ambassador, she created her first artwork. She questioned the world
around her-reality as it was presented wasn't carved into stone for her.
This way of thinking is essential for an ambassador and lucid dreamer.
Why shouldn`t x be a rabbit?

Illustration 9 : Meret Oppenheim, x = Rabbit, Schoolgirl’s Notebook
(Cahier d’une ėcoliere), 1973 Artist’s book with doublepage original etching on paper
Questioning reality and realising that it is just another form of opinion,
suggestion or educated believe is substantial. When starting the training
for lucid dreaming, one has to become aware of that what is underwent right
now, is not experienced awake, but in a dream. In an interview with Meret
Oppenheim's nephew Adrian Bühler he was asked if its true that she has
foreseen her death.
"Yes. When she was 36 years old she had a dream: she sat in a room at a
table and a figure came in. She thought its death. He went to the table an
flipped an hour glass which was located on the table top. Merets interpretation

16

was that it was half time. In the beginning of 1985, the year of her 72nd
birthday she said, I won't survive this year. In november she died."19
Carl Gustav Jung
The Ambassador Carl Gustav Jung dedicated a book to the dream world in
which he created a collection about his subconsciousness, his inner
imaginations, dreams and interpretations and illustrated them. Based on this
book he later developed his famous theories.

Illustration 10: C.G. Jung, The Red Book, 2009, The New York Times
Dreams and their interpretation were essential for Jungs psychoanalysis and
analytical psychology. His understanding of dreams varied greatly from that of
his colleague, Sigmund Freud. Both saw dreams as a representation of the
unconscious. But while Freud saw the origins of dreams in a suppressed
sexuality, Jung thought of dreams not only as a reflection of what had been
experienced throughout the day. His approach to dreaming was multifaceted
and was on his mind throughout his life. He collected different kinds of dreams
like forecasting dreams, collective dream symbols, messages from the
unconscious and much more. Of a higher importance to Jung where
reoccurring dreams, which were a deeply rooted problem deciphered in
dreams, and archetypical dreams: Jung thought that humans share a

Mertet Oppenhei, Accessed 25.012018, https://tageswoche.ch/form/interview/
meret-wuchs-einigen-ueber-den-kopf/
19
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collective unconsciousness which travels through time and space due to the
human DNA.20
‑

So, if a dream shows an archetypical symbol the content is not individual but
collective. Following his thought, it can be said that humans are also part of
something greater oder of a greater overall structure despite their individuality.
The Embassy of Dreams – Visions and Missions
The Embassy´s vision is to offer the dream space as a space, where humans
can interact with each other, their phantasies and challenges in life without
suffering consequences, restrictions or normatives. In ancient times, when
there were less distractions for the human mind, dreams where a highly
discussed topic. People sat around fire pits, shared their dreams and formed
stories and legends with them. The Embassy`s mission is to create spaces
like these fire pits through events which offer encounters with the space of
dreams and furthermore creates interaction between humans on a neutral
ground with an open space full of possibilities. The Embassy is aware of the
many functions dreaming has for human beings, be it social, therapeutic or
concerning health. Scientists have for example discovered that humans who
fall asleep easily and have intensive dreams happen to suffer less
from dementia than others.21 We want to enrich the human existence and
want the dream world to be more accessible for civil society. For the greater
good: Good night, sleep well and have nice dreams!
The Head Ambassador - Maria-Magdalena Ianchis
I was born on 10. 04. 1982 in Cluj, Romania. In 1990 my family emigrated to
Austria where for the first two years we lived in a refugee home. My first
artistic work depicts my memories, emotions and experiences from this time:

J.G.Jung, Accessed 25.01.2018, http://traeumen.org/traumforschung/
traumdeutung-nach-carl-gustav-jung
20

Sleep architecture and the risk of incident dementia in the community, Accessed
25.01.2018, http://n.neurology.org/content/early/2017/08/23/WNL.
0000000000004373.short
21
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Together with a self-constructed sculpture, I went on a journey back to the
refugee home and back to my past. I reconstructed existing family portraits
at this setting of my past and made photographs of the figure at the same
places. The metal insect represents my alter ego at the age of eight, which is
obliged to realign once again in a whole new culture after being torn out from
a familiar environment. Like a space-robot or an alien on an expedition to an
unknown planet: small, shy, curious, skeptical and hopeful.

Illustration 11: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, everything strange - everything new,
2012, object
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Illustration 12: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, "everything strange, everything new''
Austria 2012, family potrais
I first started lucid dreaming at the age of nine. My family emigrated to Austria,
and we left everything we knew behind. Maybe it started because I felt like an
alien and couldn't do anything to shake the feeling while awake. In my
dreams, there was a space where I could meet my friends again and where I
was able to create my own reality. It started with a dream that really
fascinated me. I was so intrigued by it, that I relived it and thought about it the
whole day. I couldn’t wait to go to bed, hoping that the dream would come
back, so that I could continue its story. It worked! I started with attempts of
flying. The whole summer I was able to lead my dream on and develop a
whole story. Lucid dreaming became a new way of thinking. I had to question
everything around me. Social normative beliefs didn’t seem to be carved into
stone as much as they used to. In my work this influences me as an
inspiration and in my approach to art, since I actually do dream about what
materials to use. Dreaming has therefore become a space for
experimentation.

20

Due to the influence of lucid dreaming, I developed an interest in the artistic
confrontation with my past. I experimented in the field of my own memories
and went on to contextualize memories with myths and legends. In Romania,
myths and legends are still a deep part of everyday culture, and thus they
have always been a part of me as well. Through coping with my memories, i
experienced a similarity between myths and memories. To me, both are
shaped by the people who tell them. After a while, both become a new reality,
but the essence of what it was all about is still kept. When I changed, my
memories changed with me, just like a myth changes over time. But what I
am is still the same, as it is with the essence of myths. How and why this
essence has been and is kept to our modern times, was and is of deep
interest to me. Soon I found my own interpretation of certain myths and
legends and transported them into a modern cultural context. At an altitude of
almost 3000 meters, the over 85-million-year-old Half Dome, is the highest
Rock Massif in the Yosemite National Park. It was formed by great pressure
beneath the earth’s surface. According to a legend of the Miwok tribe, it
contains the remains of an argumentative couple who spread resentment and
envy in their tribe, and who, as a punishment by the Great Spirits, were turned
to stone. This Photo shows my interpretation of the moment a wife clings
desperately to the rock, which was her husband, just before she herself turns
to stone.
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Illustration 13: :Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, separated from half-dome, 2014,
pigment print,

This was part of a series of pictures which were created during my trip to
Yosemite National Park in 2014 and was later published in the EIKON
Magazine.

22

Illustration 14: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, 2014, exhibition view

Illustration 15: Eikon - International Magazine for Photography
and Media Art, 2014 #88, Page 46-47

23

As human society tends to interpret the world very subjectively and shaped
through certain experiences, social state and perception, experimentation and
exploration of this space are necessary to understand humans, their thoughtprocesses and their dreams. Pierre Bourdieu did an experiment where he
showed a Picture of an old women’s hands to different people from different
social surroundings. Each participant described the hands based on his or her
social background. The workers saw misshaped hands through hard labour,
while the intellectuals felt reminded of Vincent van Gogh’s work. Or as
Wittgenstein would say it: "The limits of my language mean the limits of my
world“.22 In the Text "My Space" I first defined my inner world as a certain
space or room.
"My Space"
‘’I can't understand it.
It’s a Space, a Space, a Space which I can`t enter.
I can`t run into it, I can`t grab it.
I can`t take a step into it.
A Space, a Space which I can`t enter.
So, I create my Space at a different Place, where everything can happen and
everything can be.
So is my Space. I can feel it.
I empty it. I turn it.
I love it. I hate it.
It calms me.
I tell about it. I want to show it to you.
I want to understand it and to make it understandable for you and me.
Here it is! My Space.
Look at it.
You look at me.
Where is your Space? Where is the door? Where does it start?
You look at me and not my Space.

22

12 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Logisch-Philosophische Abhandlung (Tractatus), 1918
24

The Space is gone, and I leave to another place. ‘’ 23
After this thought grew to me, it was just a question of time when I would enter
the dream world. This next milestone that opened up my mind to reach into
the dream world and work with my abilities as a lucid dreamer, was made at
an Exhibition in Kubburinn. It featured a video installation called ''ENDLESS
PHANTA SEA'', one knitted hood and 10 small objects hanging from the
ceiling which represented ''hidden spaces’'. At exhibitions, the standard
hanging height of pictures is 1,50 meters at the centre of the picture
measured from the floor. The reason for this established average value in
museums is that the centre of the picture should be at eye level. Humans
have different body heights, so I decided to hang the objects on different
levels on transparent strings. (Some visitors reflected that they experienced
their body differently in the room, because of that.) The text for the exhibition
was written in the form of an inner monologue that opened up the stories
behind what was visible in the boxes.
''When I fall asleep, the adventure begins.
In the dream world, I can enter any space I like.
No taboos.
This might scare you, but let me tell you, that is just because we have taboos
in our society. It does not mean that nothing is hidden.
There are always our blind spots.
There is maybe more than we can imagine.
How real is this reality we live in?
And what is with the rooms that even smart scientist are unable to enter?!
There are spaces, that we can perhaps never fully access.
Start with Love.
What is before life or after?!
What is it with God?!
Just some examples.
Of course, I cannot answer all these big questions,
23

13 Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, My Space, 2016, Essay
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but I am really interested in seeking ways to enter these rooms. Did you get
confused?!
Do you think I mix up too many different things?!
I don't. I combine whatever I like to and however, I like to because I know it
will make sense eventually.
If anyone outside there invents a time machine, just let me know. I would
definitely want to be the first one to book a tour.
I would choose Florence in the Renaissance
to experience for a while.
That is really my time in so many ways.
There I would meet Botticelli and ask him, if I could go to his studio, maybe I
would be lucky and see a work of his, which didn’t make it into our art
history.
Just imagine this situation, seeing for the first time such a mystical painting.
Or just seeing Simonetta Vespucci, before Botticelli kind of Photoshopped
her.
Surely still incredibly beautiful.
I would love to inhale the spirit of Vienna in the Jugendstil time.
Meeting the Rumanian guy Tristan Tzara, one of the founders of Dadaism
could give me a lot!
Oh, I get so excited just thinking of that.
The list could go on and on.
I would love to meet the biggest magician ever or the old alchemist.
Yes, and if Jesus would offer to teach me how to walk on water, I would not
refuse that.
One very nice consolation is that most of these things I can already do in my
dreams, or create big rooms to desire them.
In the dream space, I can meet my sister, take a car and fly to a land full of
candy.
Just for fun and good times.
Or I can also do kind of ''more useful'' things.
Not long ago I met my colleague Clara in her studio.
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In reality, she is so busy, she is so much into painting, wool and fabric, really
so much into it.
Sometimes I don't know, if she is knitting, or if she is just the tool for the wool
and the things she creates, just wanting to come to life from the wool.
If I think of her in the biggest vision I can imagine, I am sure that one day she
will become one of the wool/fabric creatures in one of her paintings.
So back to my dream.
Clara told me to knit a hood, gave me all I needed to do it and explained it to
me.
So, when I woke up, I knew how to do it.'' 24

Illustration 16: 2017,Exhibition view

24

14 Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, Exhibiton Text, Kubburrin, 2017
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Illustration: 17-29: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, Hidden Spaces1-10, 2017,
Installation,
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The first dream Artefact I brought to the awake world was a knitted hood:

Illustration 30: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis,
''Meet Clara in a dream and probably she will teach you to knit'', 2017,
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The Team of Ambassadors
Ambassador of Science
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Ambassador of Human History
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Ambassador of spiritual and religious dreams
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Ambassador of lucid Training
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Ambassador of Rituals

Illustration: 31-36, Maria-Magdalena Ianchis and Arjun Singh,
sketches for the ambassadors, 2017

.
Arjun Singh collaborated with The Embassy of Dreams to create the
representative uniforms for the ambassadors by visiting the embassy
while asleep and working while awake.
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Embassy Launch - Program
◦ Manual for the interested Dreamer
◦ The Archive of Dreams
◦ Presentation Event
◦ Debut feature Film
Publisher:
The Embassy of Dreams
H.A. Maria-Magdalena Ianchis

Manual for the interested Dreamer
Dear Dreamer,
Welcome to your Dreams!
Dreaming is a space for experimentation.
It's a space you visit every night.
It's a space where you can get ideas, meet people and create – there are no
boundaries.
Erich Fromm defines the language of dreams as a universal language, which
is spoken by all humans. Even if he describes it to be a strange language, he
states that all people around the world share the same symbols regardless of
time, space or educational background.
With the following booklet, we want to invite you to dive into the space of
dreams and use it to enrich your awake state.
Good night, sleep well, and have nice dreams!
☾

Start by sleeping!

☾

Train yourself!
Learning how to have lucid dreams is like learning how to play an
Instrument. Once you have mastered the basics you will become
one with the dreams.
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☾

Concentrate on the basics:
Even if you don`t remember your dreams: you have them.
To help you remembering start a dream journal.
Lay it besides your bed and write down the things you remember
the moment you wake up.
Be consequent!

☾

Treat yourself!
Sleeping is often seen as a necessary evil your body has to do to
function properly again the next day. Sleeping is a different world.
Lean into it and love it.
Create rituals for yourself to get ready for this experience.
Have a nice bath, turn out the "black-mirrors" around you, light a
candle and get in the mood.

When you start your research, you will find a lot of training manuals,
substances, machineries and tips that can help you with lucid dreaming.
Some might be better than others but, in the end, dreaming is about you and
you don't need anything else but yourself and your willingness to explore your
unconsciousness. Sometimes it might be interesting to you to dive into these
hidden aspects of your personality. Don't be afraid, everything you feel is
human. If you think that you need help with these depths of yourself, don't
hesitate to talk to a therapist – they might be able to help you understand
yourself. Meditation may help, you can star with discovering hidden
spaces: „Ideas are like fish. If you want to catch little fish, you can stay in the
shallow water. But if you want to catch the big fish, you’ve got to go deeper.
Down deep, the fish are more powerful and purer.
They’re huge and abstract. And they’re very beautiful.’’25 Lucid dreaming is
not about controlling your dreams, it`s about learning to differentiate between
the dream world and the awake world, it`s about realising that you are
dreaming. When you dive into the world of dreaming you will often find
2515

David Lynch, Catching the Big Fish: Meditation, Consciousness, and Creativity
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oversubscribed metaphors how your dreams could look like, or how intense
and surreal they could be. In Georges Méliès' "The Astronomer's Dream" an
astronomer starts entering the dream world. He looks at the moon, which
suddenly features huge eyes and starts to breath fog.
Figures and things appear and disappear.

Illustration 37-42: Georges Méliès "The Astronomer`s Dream" , Video sreen
shot taken from, Youtube, Accessed 8.01.2018
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Luis Bunuel and Salvador Dalí show the entering of the dream world by a
nightmarish body disfiguration involving ants crawling out of the protagonist's
hand.

Illustration: 43: Luis Bunuel and Salvador Dalí, Un chien andalou, Film 1929,
Video sreen shot taken from, Youtube, Accessed 8.01.2018

As wonderful as these artists experienced and described their dream world,
it shouldn’t influence you and put pressure or fear on your own journey
to your own dreams. Start with the moment when you are nearly asleep, when
you open the door to your dreams but then suddenly miss a step and wake up
again. The moment you realise that you are dreaming, the moment you know
that you are not falling down stairs, the tiny second before you open your eyes
and come back to being awake. This is the moment you have to work with –
the moment you realise that you are dreaming, the adventure of lucid
dreaming begins. Practice this moment, practice calming down when realising
that you are dreaming, and soon the time will come when you won't wake up
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and instead keep dreaming and start influencing. You can see this moment
in Birgit Jürgensen's Picture:

Illustration 44: Birgit Jürgenssen, we are near to awakening,
when the dream that we dream , 1989, Foto, Acryl, Linnen
The Archive of dreams
The Embassy of Dreams will establish an archive with the purpose of
collecting. It should contain and conserve everything regarding dreams – from
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myths and legends about dreaming, historic dreams and experience reports,
to the latest scientific findings.
Archive Content:
•

The History of Dreams, Dreams in History

•

The Dream world in Art History, Literature and Philosophy

•

The Dream world in Mythology

•

Dreams in a religious context

•

Training methods for lucid dreaming

•

Rituals, Substances, and Machineries that influence dreaming

•

Scientific knowledge about dreaming

•

Experience reports

It should constitute a resource and influence for artists, ambitioned dreamers
and all interested people. The embassy sees it as part of its mission to
research regularities, patterns and intersections between the different
disciplines concerned with dreams and build bridges in-between. First the
archive will collect it's source material. When it has reached a certain level of
development it will be presented to the public and offer its resources. The first
contributions to the archive are from the Head Ambassador and will feature
her dream diary and the artwork she has created and will create from it. For
each dream there should be a frame containing a work or a detail created by
the dream (Illustration52). Each year gets a new set of numbers starting again
with Dream No 1, Date of Creation.
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Illustration 45-48: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, Dream Diary, 2017
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Illustration 49: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, Personal Dream Archive, 2017
Hreinn Friðfinnsson worked with this format, representing and framing one
of his dreams accessible to the viewer. Contrary to the planned series, where
only parts of dreams or creations formed by them will be shown, he opened
up his whole dream.
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Illustration 50: Hreinn Friðfinnsson, Dream, 1973
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Illustration 51: Meret Oppenheim, Dream Notations , Arte Documentary, Video
sreen shot taken from, Youtube, Accessed 22.01.2018

Presentation Event:
The embassy of dreams is currently planning an event to represent the
embassy and its mission.
This event should invite the visitors to the dream world:
Enter a room and see shimmering light. At the same time,
sounds transport a dreamy atmosphere, it`s not music and there is no
storyline. It is a sound made out of found materials, a self-produced sound,
deconstructed and composed out of the patterns of different materials. In the
middle of the room a circle of chairs will be layed out, instantly forcing the
participants to think of ancient times when people gathered around a firepit.
People from the past, tribes, Arthur`s Round Table or even politics appear in
the visitors’ minds. Every one of these 20 stools have a different height and
they all seem to leave an industrial normative height behind. They all look
different even in colour.
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On these stools, the ambassadors in their representative uniforms are
seated.The whole room has a different sense to it, seems like it belongs to a
dream or a different reality.
After a while, the ambassadors invite the visitors to join their circle. The
evening’s Program will contain an introduction of the embassy and the
ambassadors. Furthermore, a discussion will be started where visitors are
invited to interact. Practical training will be offered for those who are
interested.

Illustration52 : Maria-Madalena-Ianchis, stool’s, 2018

The Embassy of Dreams – Debut feature Movie
The Embassy of Dreams will create various performances which then will be
fused into a movie.
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With this movie the Embassy seeks to bend the perception of social
conventions in public spaces and engage others by bringing parts of the
dream world into reality. Situations, short stories and scenes which stand
alone will be woven together by a central theme. All scenes will be acted out
by four ambassadors, with each scene focusing on and centered around a
certain ambassador. The others will then step back and act out different
characters like in a dream, where the dreamer experiences being or meeting
different persons. When dreaming, one meets people. Interpretation will be
left to the beholder. The ambassadors will be free to develop their own
contributions and performances according to their certain field, while the Head
Ambassador will provide them with the concept and storybook. On the
photograph you see me writing the script.

Illustration 53: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, writing the script 2017
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Graduation Show

Title: Embassy of Lucid Dreaming, Event 2
Summery:
The most complicated part was the dream sessions which could not be completely
planned beforehand because they are created through the exchange with the visitors and
therefore are highly dependent on their participation and openness.
In the end, a very emotional and wonderful exchange happened especially at the third
session where I shared a very private experience which touched one participant in
particular and we later talked and cried about it.
This dream sessions from the Embassy of dreams took place for the second time.
The first even in the awake world was set up by the Head Ambassador at the exhibition
called „ Lets get lucid“ March 2018.
I see them as an exchange and an enrichment to my creative process and I think they
should be allowed to evolve and change over time with practice.
Through this process I realized that one of the most important thing for me was the
exchange with the visitors where I learned that there is a great interest to talk about and
study dreams.
Creating these events is a huge responsibility. I am not a therapist, a sociologist or a
doctor. I am an artist who offers a space and intuitively I was able to create a safe space to
talk about personal, uneasy and also dark topics. There is potential for development for
me and my work and there is an interest in people to share their personal stories with
strangers in this space.
The whole process of creating this exhibition gave me the opportunity to work with a lot of
different artists and people from different fields. I realized that collaborating with others is
deeply enrichening and to me opens up even more creative potential.
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Illustration 54: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis in collaboration with Ezechel-Daniel Ianchis / Flag
of the Embassy of Lucid Dreaming, 2018
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Concept:

The Embassy of dreams was represented by three ambassadors surrounding the Head
Ambassador Maria Magdalena Ianchis.
One ambassador welcomed the guests at the entrance of the installations and led them
through the Embassy's exhibition. The other ambassadors went through the museum and
invited people to take part in one of the three dream sessions which were limited to a
certain amount of people.
The exhibition was located on the ground floor of the museum, expanding over two rooms.
The overall color scheme was decided in the dream world to be turquoise and yellow.
Natalia and Maria Magdalena mainly designed the costumes for the ambassadors in our
dreams. In the awake world we barely had any sewing skills and learned how to sew in the
dream world. Several nights in the row we concentrated on the costumes and tried to
dream about it. It worked out straight away, and in the first dream I had about the topic I
found myself in a huge room with plenty of turquoise and yellow drapery. After waking up
we implemented our experiences from the dream world in the awake world. When the
costumes were done it was clear in my mind that the chart of color range would have to
pervade my whole work.
In the exhibition the first room was an entrance area where one ambassador welcomed
the visitors and
lead them through the work. Two barrels were placed at the entrance where visitors could
purchase their own dream diaries designed by myself and produced in corporation with
other members of the Embassy.
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Illustration 55: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis in collaboration with Natalia Björnsdóttir
Bender,Costumes for the Ambassadors for Lucid Dreaming, 2018

Illustration 56: Ambassador Grétar Már Sigurðsson, Performance, 2018
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Illustration 57: Head Ambassador of Lucid Maria Magdalena Ianchis, Performance, 2018

Illustration 58: Ambassador Natalia Björnsdóttir Bender, Performance, 2018
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Illustration 59: Ambassador Atli Steinn Bjarnason, Performance, 2018

Illustration 60-62: Maria Magdalena Ianchis, dream diary, 2018
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In the middle of the room, Thirteen chairs were placed in a circle, all of them built in
different heights. The circle was later used for the performance of the three dream
sessions.
Visitors were invited to take part in a twenty-minute dream sessions led by the head
ambassador and her collaborates.
The first session: „Sharing the first dream you can remember“
Visitors shared their dreams and were encouraged to discuss their content, meaning and
interpretation.
The second session: „Talking about lucid dreams“
Visitors shared their experience with lucid dreaming and how they learned about it. This
discussion was mostly led by the ambassadors and supposed to animate reports on the
learning process, first encounters with the technique and ways of engaging into the
practice.
The third session: „The nightmare in the awake world“
In the third session a change in the atmosphere of the event had been expressed through
a change in the makeup of the ambassadors by adding black elements. The Head
Ambassador described the hardest personal training she has had to absolve: having a
nightmare in the awake world, wishing to finally wake up from it but having to learn that it's
not a dream but reality. No matter how cruel a nightmare is in the dream world the
difference will always be that one is able to cease the experience by waking up. After that
the visitors were invited to share their stories and report on a nightmare from a dream or
the awake world.
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Illustration 63-65: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, Dream Session, 2018
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Through the different heights of the chairs, the visitors could experience the room from
different angles. In the middle of the circle, a big round fabric was placed topped with
smaller fabrics in different sizes and variations of the overall color scheme. Various
objects were placed on top of them: a Mexican mask, a watering can, two wooden axes
and a ball of wool with a single thread leading to a helium balloon. As one of the
Embassies tasks is to materialize artifacts from the immaterial world of dreaming, all
objects are linked to dreams in various ways and tend to blur the border between dream
and awake world in the scenario. The watering can is one of the protagonists from a
video work displayed in the second room which includes the helium balloon and the
thread as well while mask and ax stem from a broader dream archive. The latter was a
contribution from Natalia Björnsdóttir Bender who crafted the objects after reiterating
dream experiences in her childhood. The former was a donation from Fabienne Fudec.
In the future the archive will be growing due to ongoing input from different dreamers
and varied artifacts will be presented in upcoming exhibitions. The chair circle should
remind the participants of an ancient gathering around a fireplace, a political gathering
in ancient Greece or Arthur's roundtable.

Illustration66: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, ancient circle Installation, 2018
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Illustration 67: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, Installation 2018; Fabienne Hudec, XAYACA Toltec Dream Mask, Object, 2018; Natalia Björnsdóttir Bender , Axe in the flesh, Object,
1998
On the left side of the room, a picture is hanged which is extracted from the Head
Ambassadors dream diary and describes details from the second dream of the year 2017.
This picture is also a part of the dream archive.

Illustration 68: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, Personal Dream Archive, 2017
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On the right side of the room, a little doll is installed at the height of the airshaft, giving the
impression that she is floating in the air. She looks into the shaft but seems to look into
another world. Her dress and hair are moving through the air stream. The doll was created
by the Head Ambassador and as an avatar and a miniature of myself, my own hair was
used to create the dolls hair. It represents the experience that in lucid dreams one is able
to feature, create and change a world in same ways which a child, a director or a
dramaturg employs during their the playful and creative engagement in a puppet show.
Moreover, it exemplifies a different sense or perception of space, materiality, dimension
and physical relations according to experiences the Head Ambassador has made within
her dreams.

Illustration 69: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis, Mini Me, 2017
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Passing the doll, the visitors arrive through the entrance in the second room, hidden
behind a huge white curtain. The room contains an installation of sound, moving images
and 7 wooden chairs of different heights. All elements are again in a circle organized.
Sound work:
There is a giant dream cloud out there, where every dreamer contributes and creates
everything from the most beautiful dream to the darkest nightmare ever fabricated.
The sound work is a combination of found footage from the internet as instrumental
sounds, electronic music, songs and atmospheric noise, evoking a mood that reminds the
visitor of dreaming or sleeping. In combination with self-designed sounds composed out of
recorded noise and technologically or synthetically produced music an atmospheric
background has been created for recorded speech. The mentioned acoustic material has
been deformed, dismantled, disassembled, recomposed and combined with the dreamer’s
voice recordings generously sharing their stories and experiences after waking up in a
beautiful state in between sleeping and being awake. As a result, the dream cloud is an
appropriate and exemplary extract from the dream world inviting the listener to enter the
realm in between dream and awake world.
The title of the work is „ Dream Cloud “ and was created by Maria-Magdalena Ianchis in
collaboration with the ' Embassy of Lucid Dreaming' ,Fabienne Fudec and the grate
dreamers, 2018
Video Work:
Another part of the installation contains video works. All the videos correspond with each other and
depict elements from the dream world. They have different length and were shown in loops.
Depending on when one entered or left the room another part of the video and sound installation
could be experienced. All the video works belong together and don't have a beginning or an end.
On the floor, at the left side of the room, a projection of a small door is shown which invites the
beholder to enter into another world in which the perspective is changed. It seems that under the
floor another world is waiting to be discovered. In the backside of the room, there are fabrics strips
hanging from the ceiling. On it, another video work is projected. Some of the fabrics are hanged
more in the front and some more in the back. You see a person trying to escape of a labyrinthic
environment. The fabrics underline the impression of a labyrinthic structure. This video refers to
some dream structure what one can find in some dreams. It seems like the main character is
trapped in the place and no matter who he meets there can escape as well.
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On the right side of the room, you see the third projection on the wall. You see a table where yellow
and white food is appearing and disappearing. After a while you see a couple having dinner. From
nowhere a wooden ax appears disappears again and a real ax appears in front of the women.
Now the storylines change and she gets mad and starts beating around with the axe. On the right
corner of the room, a tower of 5 monitors show other five videos what refer to the other videos and
the dream world.
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Illustration 70-75: Maria-Magdalena Ianchis in collaboration with Fabienne Hudec and
Natalia Björnsdóttir Bender, Video / Sound Installation, 2018
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